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Abstract— The objective of this thesis is to analyze the 

design of roll cage both analytical and by numerical 

methods and to fabricate it accordingly. This analysis is 

based on static loads experienced by the roll cage. A roll 

cage which can absorb high energy impacts whilst 

controlling the rate of deceleration will increase the 

likelihood of drivers surviving a crash without injury. This 

work describes how a common model of roll cage is 

developed using CATIA V5 and ANSYS Workbench to 

perform linear and non linear Finite Element Analysis. After 

satisfactory results obtained from Finite Element Analysis in 

ANSYS 14.5, the roll cage is fabricated by utilizing various 

workshop resources. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Tubular space frame, also a type of chassis, is significant 

supporting structure of an vehicle to which all other 

components are attached, like skeleton of a human body. 

The main purpose of the paper is to design, develop and 

fabricate the roll cage for Maruti 800. Roll cage is widely 

used in vehicle design to give a support for all components. 

It has been study heavily to improve the performance of the 

car and create a suitable one for different type of vehicle. 

Roll cage of a vehicle is usually designed with purpose to 

hold from the components of vehicle and mass from driver 

and passenger. Roll cage need to satisfy a number of 

requirements whose aims partly conflict because of different 

operating conditions which are loaded and unloaded weight, 

acceleration and braking force, level or uneven road and 

straight running or cornering. Nowadays, most of the 

components of vehicle are in the stage of replacing with 

steel and aluminium materials. This is due to the properties 

of material that can be designed freely to hold the load from 

any direction. Its light weight property makes it possible to 

enlarge the performance of the car while maintaining low 

weight.  

II. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

Design of any component consist of three major principles:  

1) optimization  

2) safety  

3) comfort 

The primary objective of the roll cage is to provide 

a 3-dimensional protected space around the driver that will 

keep the driver safe. Its secondary objectives are to provide 

reliable mounting locations for components, low in cost, and 

light in weight. These objectives were met by choosing a 

roll cage material that has good strength and also weights 

less giving us an advantage in weight reduction.  

The modelling of roll cage structure was done in 

CATIA V5 software, to achieve the crash analysis by the 

help of ANSYS Workbench 14.5 software. We have focused 

on every point of roll cage to improve the performance of 

vehicle without failure of roll cage. 

 
Fig. 1: 3-D CATIA Model 

 
Fig. 2: ANSYS Meshing 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Nowadays, the uses of transport are increasing day by day 

on the road. The numbers increases due to those people that 

usually choose to use own vehicle than public transport. 

When the vehicle number increases, the price of petrol 

increases, at the same time the emission from the vehicle 

increases and causes air pollution. The preventive steps need 

to be taken to reduce the consumption of fuel. Cars that emit 

high emission and which uses high amount of fuel generally 

have large weight. Here the preventive step is by reducing 

the weight of car as it increases the efficiency and reduce 

fuel consumption.  

IV. MATERIAL OF ROLL CAGE STRUCTURE 

We felt that one of the key design decisions of our frame 

that would greatly increase safety, reliability and 

performance is material selection. 

Sr. No. Subject Property 

1 Material IS:1239 

2 Carbon% 0.25 

3 Density 7860 kg_m3 

4 Yield Strength 275 MPA 
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5 Young’s modulus 210 GPA 

6 Poisons ratio 0.30 

7 Chassis weight 56.512 kg 

8 Total weight of vehicle 500 kg(approx) 

Table 1: Material of Roll Cage 

V. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

After finalizing the frame along with its material and cross 

section, it is very essential to test the rigidity and strength of 

the frame under severe conditions. The frame should be able 

to withstand the impact, roll over condition and provide 

almost safety to the driver without undergoing much 

deformation. Following tests were performed on roll cage. 

1) Front impact 

2) Rear impact test 

3) Side impact test 

4) Wheel bump test 

5) Longitudinal torsion test 

A. Front Impact Test 

Load calculations: the mass of the vehicle is 500kg. The 

impact test or crash test is performed assuming the vehicle 

hits the static rigid wall at top speed of 40kmph. The 

collision is assumed to be perfectly plastic i.e. vehicle comes 

to rest after collision. 

Initial velocity u=11.11m/s 

Final velocity v=0 

Impact time 0.20 seconds 

The impact time lies in between 200 milliseconds 

to 1000 milliseconds. As per the research paper published 

by NHTSA (National Highway Traffic and Safety 

Administration) the impact time is of the order of 190 

milliseconds to 210 milliseconds. So the impact time taken 

for the force estimation is 200 milliseconds. The basis of 

selection of impact time as 0.2 seconds was the fact that 

energy transfer from the roll cage to the rigid object on 

which it has collided takes place in the 0.15 to 0.25 seconds. 

By applying Newton’s 2nd law, 

F=change in momentum/Impact time 

F=(m*(v-u))/t 

F=(500*(0-11.11))/0.20 

F=27775N 

(Negative sign indicates that the direction of force 

is opposite to the direction of motion of vehicle) 

Hence a gross load of 27KN is applied at the front 

corners constraining the rear members as shown in the Fig.3 

 
Fig. 3: Rear members constrained 

 
Fig. 4: Load applied at front members 

 
Fig. 5: Stress analysis for frontal impact 

 
Fig. 6: Total deformation for frontal impact 

B. Results 

Max VonMises Stress=151.06MPA 

Incorporated factor of safety=σ yt/σmax 

                                              =275/151.06 

                                              =1.82 

As factor of safety for automobiles goes upto 8, 

hence design is safe against specified stress. 

C. Rear impact test  

Using the projected vehicle/driver mass of 500kg, The 

impact force was calculated 

F=change in momentum/Impact time 

F=(m*(v-u))/t 

F=(500*(0-11.11))/0.20 

F=27775N 

Hence a gross load of 27KN is applied at the front 

corners constraining the rear members as shown in the Fig.7 

 
Fig. 7: Front members constrained 
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Fig. 8: Load applied at rear members 

 
Fig. 9: Stress analysis of rear impact 

 
Fig. 10: Total deformation of rear impact 

D. Results  

Max VonMises Stress=122.83MPA 

Incorporated factor of safety=σ yt/σmax 

                                              =275/122.83 

                                              =2.23 

As factor of safety for automobiles goes upto 8, 

hence design is safe against specified stress. 

E. Side impact test 

Using the projected vehicle/driver mass of 500kg, the 

impact force was calculated 

F=change in momentum/impact time 

F=(m*(v-u))/t 

F=(500*(0-11.11))/0.20 

F=27775N 

Hence a gross load of 27KN is applied at the front 

corners constraining the rear members as shown in the 

Fig.11. 

 
Fig. 11: Side members constrained 

 
Fig. 12: Force applied on opposite side members 

 
Fig. 13: Stress in side members 

 
Fig. 14: Total deformation in side members 

F. Results 

Max VonMises Stress=79.52MPA 

Incorporated factor of safety=σ yt/σmax 

                                              =275/79.52 

                                              =3.45 

As factor of safety for automobiles goes upto 8, hence 

design is safe against specified stress. 

G. Wheel bump test 

This test is performed to check the strength of the nose area. 

While travelling over a bump, if the suspension fails, it 

transfers the entire road reaction to the nose of the roll cage. 

In this situation the nose should not fail. Situation 

considered for this test is that one of the front wheels of the 

vehicle gets lifted due to the bump while rests of the wheels 

maintain ground contact. The force equal to the gross weight 

of vehicle is applied on the member to whom the lifted 

wheel is connected and rest of the members is constrained as 

shown in Fig.15  

 
Fig. 15: Constrained members of wheel and suspension 
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Fig. 16: Load applied on one of the wheel and suspension 

member 

 
Fig. 17: Total deformation of wheel bump test 

 
Fig. 18: Stress in the members 

H. Result 

Max VonMises Stress=168.48MPA 

Incorporated factor of safety=σ yt/σmax 

                                              =275/168.48 

                                              =1.63 

As factor of safety for automobiles goes upto 8, 

hence design is safe against specified stress. 

I. Longitudinal torsion test 

This test is performed to examine the structure under 

twisting loads. In this situation one of the front wheel and 

the diagonally opposite rear wheel pass over a road bump. 

The diagonally opposite wheels are lifted and the other pair 

of wheels will restrict them to lift up as shown in fig. 19 

 
Fig. 19: constrains for longitudinal torsion test 

 
Fig. 20: load applied on diagonal members 

 
Fig. 21: total deformation 

 
Fig. 22: stress in the members 

J. Result 

Let the total weight of vehicle be=500kg 

Then 1g=500*9.81=4905N 

We have assumed a force of 3g 

3g=3*4905=14715N 

This 14715Nis distributed on 4 nodes  

Then the force on each node is 14715/4=3678.75N 

Max VonMises Stress=175.42MPA 

Incorporated factor of safety=σ yt/σmax 

                                              =275/175.42 

                                              =1.56 

As factor of safety for automobiles goes upto 8, 

hence design is safe against specified stress. 

VI. FABRICATION 

From the result of the above test it is concluded that the roll 

cage is safe under severe condition. After the static analysis 

of the roll cage, material procurement at a cost of Rs. 6,475. 

The cost per kg was Rs.130. 

The material was cut and welded to required 

dimensions. Rail cutter, grinder was used during fabrication. 

After analyzing the joining techniques we found arc welding 

as suitable welding technique. Plastic fibre is used as 

firewall material. M.S plate is used for base of our vehicle. 
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Fig. 23: Photograph of fabricated vehicle 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Evaluating the performance of Maruti 800 engine by 

optimizing its chassis has reduce the kerb weight of Maruti 

800 car which was 660kg to 500kg and also by reducing the 

weight we have achieved the optimum performance. 
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